Abstract-The automated indexing of image and video is a difficult problem because of the "distance" between the arrays of numbers encoding these documents and the concepts (e.g. people, places, events or objects) with which we wish to annotate them. Methods exist for this but their results are far from satisfactory in terms of generality and accuracy. Existing methods typically use a single set of such examples and consider it as uniform. This is not optimal because the same concept may appear in various contexts and its appearance may be very different depending upon these contexts. The context has been widely used in the state of the art to treat various problems. However, the temporal context seems to be the most crucial and the most effective for the case of videos. In this paper, we present a comparative study between two methods exploiting the temporal context for semantic video indexing. The proposed approaches use temporal information that is derived from two different sources: lowlevel content and semantic information. Our experiments on TRECVID'12 collection showed interesting results that confirm the usefulness of the temporal context and demonstrate which of the two approaches is more effective.
I. INTRODUCTION
The context helps to understand the meaning of a word and helps to disambiguate polysemous terms. Much research has exploited the advantage of this notion especially in information retrieval domain. Overall, it is recognized that the use of context enables the design of images analysis and understanding algorithms that are less complex and more robust [1] . For images and videos indexing and retrieval by visual concepts detection, this idea seems a priori valid. On the other hand, it is not always easy to have effective learners whatever the classes or concepts to deal with. Classic methods of semantic indexing of images and videos are not very effective because they manipulate multimedia samples and concepts separately and ignore contexts in which they appear. Some researchers tried to deal with this problematic. Indeed, several categories of context were considered: semantic [2] , [3] , [4] , spatial [5] , scale [6] , temporal [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] . Videos have a characteristic that differentiates them from still images: the temporal aspect. Ignoring this feature leads to a loss of relevant information. In fact, the order of shots in a video gives a precise meaning to its content. So, the temporal structure of videos may be useful to bridge the semantic gap. On the other hand, to understand the content of a video, even a human needs to analyze information contained in some successive shots. This is due to the fact that the successive shots of a video are temporally, visually or semantically linked. Based on this idea, we assume that the presence of a concept in a given shot will increase the likelihood of its presence in certain shots that surround the concerned shot, especially the concepts that appear for a long period, as it is the case of events that usually last long. For example, if the concept "ski" appears in a video shot, its apparition is extended into several successive shots. In this same context, we will see the white color representing the "snow" throughout these successive shots. This proves that there is a dependency between the visual and/or the semantic contents of successive fragments of videos. Several researchers have attempted to use the temporal dimension for semantic video indexing and/or retrieval. However, the temporal information can be derived from different sources and exploited in different possible levels of an indexing system. We can cite: 1) before learning step, 2) in the learning process, and 3) in a post-processing step of the learning stage. In this paper, we compare two methods that concern the cases 1 and 3 for semantic indexing of videos.
II. RELATED WORKS
The easiest way to use the temporal context is to consider it in a re-scoring step by post-processing the classification results. Safadi et al. [8] , [9] used the notion of the temporal context for semantic indexing of videos by exploiting concepts detection scores in the neighboring shots. They achieved a very significant improvement of the baseline system. This good result can be explained by content dependency between successive shots that are locally homogeneous. We will detail this approach in section II-A. Temporal context can also be considered using temporal kernels. Qi et al. [11] propose a temporal kernel function. The problem with such methods is that they are not easy to implement and they usually require a long computation time and big data collections. Siersdorfer et al. [12] propose a video annotation approach based on context redundancy. Their idea assumes that most a video v i labeled t i includes a sequence of a video v j labeled t j , the likelihood that v i will be labeled t j increases. For videos annotation, Yuanning et al. [13] propose to consider the spatial and temporal contexts using a kernel function that takes into account the temporal correlation and the spatial correlation between concepts. For example, we may find a rule of the type: when a concept c i is present in three successive shots, the concepts c j and c k co-occur in the last two successive shots. Experiments on TRECVid'05 and TRECVid'07 collections showed interesting results. Weng et al. [7] propose to integrate the semantic context (inter-concepts correlation) and the temporal context (the dependency between shots of a same video) for visual concept detection in videos. To create the contextual relationships between concepts, an algorithm similar to decision trees has been introduced. It is based on inter-concepts correlation 978-1-4673-6870-4/15/$31.00 c 2015 IEEE calculated using the "chi-square" test on datasets updated progressively by subdividing the original collection. The temporal relationships are detected in the same manner as inter-concept relationships. So, a chronological route, in both directions (forward and backward) is performed. The operation continues until no shot with a significant correlation is found. In [14] , the authors exploit the idea presented in [8] , [9] and propose another approach that consists of generating a descriptor by performing an early fusion of high-level descriptors of shots belonging to a temporal window centered on the current shot. They achieved very interesting results and enhanced a good baseline system.
A. Temporal re-scoring (TRS)
We propose to use the idea of Safadi et al. [8] , [9] by extending the target concept detection to the neighboring shots belonging to a window of size 2 × w + 1 shots instead of a single shot (w shots before the current shot and w shots after it). The new detection score of a concept c i in the j th shot e j of a video v is given by the following formula:
where: e k is the k th shot of the video v. N is a normalization factor. F init (e j , c i ) is the initial detection score of the concept c i in the j th shot of the video v. F trs (e j , c i ) is the final detection score of the concept c i in the j th shot of the video v, obtained by a temporal re-scoring.
This fusion function is not unique. Indeed, many functions can be used, such as the one presented in [8] , [9] , where the new detection score of a concept c i in a shot e is calculated as follows :
where γ is a parameter that controls the robustness of the re-scoring method, and F temp (e j , c i ) is a global score that is calculated by merging the scores of the neighboring shots through a simple function such as arithmetic mean, geometric mean, min, max, etc. γ is tuned by cross validation on development set.
B. Temporal descriptors
TRS uses semantic information which is a set of detection scores of a visual concept in neighboring shots. Its performance is good when concept detectors have a reasonably good performance. However, if we take bad concept detectors we may be surprised by a degradation of performance. In fact, if such a detector provides erroneously the occurrence of a concept in shots s i−1 and s i+1 , it may improve the likelihood that the shot s i contains the target concept while the latter does not belong to si. This error of temporal propagation of semantic information is due to errors made by concept detectors at the classification stage. We propose therefore, a method that uses the temporal context in a step that permits to avoid the problem of classification error propagation. It is possible to incorporate the temporal context in the descriptors extraction step in order to have features that consider themselves the temporal aspect. Descriptors of motion are a typical example for this case. One way to do this is to consider a temporal window when extracting descriptors instead of taking into account only the concerned shot. For example, to calculate a color histogram, we can count the occurrences of the gray levels values not only in one shot, but we extend the treatment to the neighboring shots. Similarly, for SIFT computing method, one can expand points of interest extraction into the neighboring segments, and we can also consider the neighborhood of a shot when counting the occurrences of visual words in bags of words computing. Although with such an idea we exploit temporal information, the temporal order is omitted. Indeed, after the histogram computing over a temporal window, it is not possible to distinguish the information corresponding to the current shot from those of the neighboring ones. Therefore, it becomes impossible to weight information of different sources. To remedy this problem we propose an approach that escapes these disadvantages and is much simpler to implement.
We propose to extract descriptors in a classic manner, from each segment and then make an early fusion by concatenating for each shot, the descriptors extracted from adjacent shots belonging to a temporal window of size equal to (2 × w + 1) successive shots and centered on the current one (w shots preceding and w shots following the current shot).
Although it is simple, this approach faces a major problem, which is the size of the resulting descriptor. Indeed, the final descriptor is (2 × w + 1) times larger than the feature vector extracted from a single shot in a classic situation. This may become critical especially for some types of big descriptors (e.g. Bags of opponent-SIFT). This affects the learning step which would be slow for large descriptors. It is therefore advisable to plan a dimensionality reduction step (e.g. PCA) to keep a reasonable size of descriptors. On the other hand, it is not recommended to consider a large temporal window for the same reasons of calculation performance. We propose in a second time, to weigh the temporal information so as to give more importance to the information extracted from the current shot. Weight values decrease as one moves away from the current shot. So, the more the shot is far from the center of the temporal window, the more its weight is low. Components values of each temporal fragment of the temporal descriptor are weighted by the weight value associated with it.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We tried at first to study the variation of relative gain provided by the temporal re-scoring regarding the baseline system performance. We used several baseline systems that follow the classic pipeline : "extraction/classification/fusion". You can refer to the work [14] for more details. These systems perform a late fusion of a set of concepts detectors trained on different types of low-level descriptors. The only difference in the experimental aspect of these systems is the choice and the number of fused descriptors and data collection used. Our evaluation was conducted on TRECVID 2010 and/or TRECVID 2012 collections. We used Mean Average Precision (MAP) calculated on the whole set of concepts considered as evaluation measure. Figure 1 describes the variation of the percentage of the relative gain on MAP achieved by applying the temporal rescoring on baseline systems. We note that the temporal rescoring usually improves baseline system results. The percentage of relative gain on MAP varies between +2% and +16%. However, the performance of the studied approach may depend on the initial systems we want to improve. Indeed, we note that the relative gain is inversely proportional to the performance of the initial system. The more the system performance to improve is good, the more the gain obtained by the temporal re-scoring is low. This can be explained by the fact that it is easier to improve a system that is bad rather than a system with a good performance. On the other hand, we found that the gain obtained by the temporal re-scoring varies from one concept to another, but this approach improves in most cases concept detection in videos.
We compared in a second time the two approaches described above. To do this, we applied them on the same baseline system. We tested and evaluated our proposed approaches in the context of the semantic indexing task of TRECVid 2012 [15] . Annotations of 346 concepts were provided for the development set via the collaborative work [16] ; and ground truth were provided for only 46 of them on the test corpus. We used for the evaluation measure the inferred average precision (infAP) on the 46 evaluated concepts.
We used a list of 10 variants of four types of descriptors: dense SIFT, lab, qw and vlat. You can refer to [17] for more details about these descriptors. We chose to use MSVM classifier/detector in the classification stage because of its good results [18] for video indexing. Before that, a preprocessing of descriptors was performed using a normalization (Powerlaw) and dimensionality reduction methods (ACP) [19] . After extracting the single descriptors of each video shot, we trained MSVM to generate a baseline model. Results of all single descriptors for each couple (concept, shot) are then fused by averaging the detection scores. We will call in the following this results: "Classic descriptors without TRS". We considered it as a baseline system. We then generated the temporal descriptors as described in section II-B. Because it was difficult to make experiments with a large temporal window, we considered in addition to the current shot the two shots surrounding it. We set weight values after a tunning stage on development data using descriptors of low sizes to facilitate the experimental process. We considered three cases (w i is the weight value of the i th shot): 1)
.05, and 3) w i−1 = 0.01, w i = 1 et w i+1 =0.01.
We generated for each of the ten single descriptors a temporal descriptor. So for each of these three cases, we obtained ten temporal descriptors. We then trained new MSVM detectors on the temporal descriptors. For each of the three cases and each pair (concept, shot), we combined the results of the ten temporal descriptors, by averaging the detection scores obtained from the classification step. We will call in the following this results: "Temporal descriptors without TRS". We compare "Temporal descriptors" with TRS to study their complementarity. So we applied TRS on "Classic descriptors without TRS" and "Temporal descriptors without TRS", respectively; to generate new results which we will call "Classic descriptors + TRS" and "Temporal descriptors + TRS", respectively. Table I describes results obtained in terms of MAP obtained by the two approaches. The first column of MAP values presents the results obtained by a late fusion of the classic/temporal descriptors without applying TRS. The second one describes the results of applying the temporal re-scoring on the results of the classic/temporal descriptors late fusion. The last line concerns the late fusion of the classic descriptors. The first observation we can make is that the weighting step significantly affects the results. Indeed, we can see in table I that when the same weight value(= 1) is attributed to the different temporal segments we obtained a result worse than the one achieved by using classic descriptors. This leads to a system performance deterioration by decreasing the MAP from 0.2312 to 0.2052, which is equivalent to a relative difference of about -11.24%. Reducing weights of the neighboring shots leads to a performance improvement. The relative gain in this context is about +0.77%. We recall that for "Temporal descriptors", we considered a temporal window of size equal to three successive shots. We expect better performance by adjusting and tuning the temporal window size and weights values. Moreover, we did not perform a more developed optimization of these parameters because of the experimental process heaviness, especially for large values of the temporal window and/or descriptors sizes. On the other hand, TRS improves the results in all cases, as we shown previously in figure 1 . The relative gain varies here between +1% and +2.72%. Two other important remarks can be made. The first one is that the temporal rescoring further improves the result of the classic descriptors fusion than the temporal ones, reaching a relative gain of about +2.72% ((0.2375-0.2312)/0.2312) and +0.77% ((0.2330-0.2312) /0.2312), respectively. The second remark is that TRS provides additional gain when it is applied to the fusion of temporal descriptors, reaching an additional relative gain of about +1.5 % ((0.2365-0.2330) /0.2330). This demonstrates the complementarity of the two methods that exploit the temporal context in different ways. In [14] , TRS has deteriorated the results when it was combined with another method taking into account the temporal aspect. We explain this by the fact that both methods that were combined exploit temporal information of semantic type: detection scores. Indeed, this leads to a noise accumulation. But in our work, TRS uses temporal information of semantic type while "Temporal descriptors" exploits lowlevel information: descriptors. This explains somewhat why our two approaches are complementary and their combination improves the results.
An important question that we can ask is why the improvement achieved is not very high ? To answer this question we have verified the results per concept. We noticed that the gain achieved for some concepts (e.g. Motorcycle, Press conference, etc) is very high and varies between +3,84% and 43%. However, the described approaches fail and deteriorate the detection performance of some other concepts (e.g. Scene Text, Walking Running, etc). We explain this by the fact that some concepts appear for long periods (several consecutive shots) compared to some others, as is the case for: Airplane Flying, Press conference, Singing, etc. Considering the temporal context for such concepts proves a good idea. On the other hand, concepts for which our approaches fail mainly concern fixed objects or concepts that appear in scenes that contain many other different objects (e.g. Bicycling Appears with: road, trees, cars, houses, etc.). In addition, results also vary between descriptors. Therefore, with a simple fusion of their results, descriptors for which our approaches do not perform well affect negatively the overall performance. Therefore, the gain achieved by our approaches is not low but they do not work well for some concepts and descriptors, and this affects the calculation of the overall performance measure (MAP). We believe that optimizing the fusion approach and choosing the concepts for which our approaches are appropriate could further improve the results.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented two methods exploiting the temporal context for semantic indexing of videos. The first one is a rescoring approach that merges concepts detection scores in the neighboring shots. This method demonstrated its effectiveness by improving several baseline systems reaching gains that are inversely proportional to the initial systems performance. The second approach incorporates the temporal context in descriptors extraction stage. To detect a concept c in a shot s i , this approach combines the descriptors extracted from the neighboring shots by applying an early fusion of the descriptors belonging to a temporal window centered on s i . Each of the temporal segments is weighted by a value, so as to give more importance to the shots that are closer to the current shot. Despite a few optimal use, this method has improved a baseline system, but it has been less effective than the temporal rescoring. However, we expect better performance by optimizing and tunning well the size of the temporal window and the weights values. Both approaches have shown the importance and usefulness of the temporal context for semantic video indexing and proved their complementary.
For the future work we will introduce other approaches in comparison and we will develop more deeply the study. To parallelize "Temporal descriptors" approach or studing its run on GPU architecture to better optimize it, take also part of our prospects.
